Immersive Digital Experience

SODACLICK IS
THE DRIVING
FORCE FOR
HTML5 DIGITAL
SIGNAGE ,
CONNECTED
GRAPHICS AND
SOLUTIONS
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Our Mission
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Content Creator
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Editor to Screen
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Template Gallery
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Compatibility
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As Easy As 1,2,3
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MISSION STATEMENT
'With over 15 years experience in the graphics
industry, we leverage our knowledge and expertise to give you a simple and convenient platform
to be able to create engaging content easily without a need to learn complex applications.'
The Sodaclick cloud based content creator for
digital signage was designed to help businesses
excel and manage their digital content easily without the hassle of dealing with external design
agencies.

ABOUT SODACLICK
Sodaclick is a cloud based platform for creating dynamic digital signage
content and smart solutions. The foundations of Sodaclick are the
‘Create, publish and update’ mantra, that results in high-impact, animated content for your digital signage screens, menu boards, POS and
kiosk systems across various markets. We cover hospitality, retail, education, public sector,QSR's and more.
It is a simple, yet powerful, all inclusive 4K HTML5 content creator with
over 3 million royalty free assets, and a creative template gallery covering many verticals all done easily and without a single line of code. The
Sodaclick creative platform allows creative platform, output playlist,
touch, data and voice enabled solutions through a single URL, for your
digital signage screens, menu boards, POS and kiosk systems across
various markets, including hospitality, retail, education, public spaces,
and QSR's.

THE CONTENT CREATOR

Sodaclick is a state of the art digital content creation platform. Enabling you to
choose from a variety of creative templates that are easy to edit, deploy and
update. With Sodaclick things really are as easy as 1,2,3. That's not all! Did you
know that having great content playing on your digital signage can help
increase your sales by up to 33%
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FROM EDITOR TO SCREEN IN SECONDS
Ignite your user interface’s digital content, with dynamic templates
through our easy to use cloud based application directly onto any
screen / device in seconds. Using our uniquely designed HTML5
URL mechanism, this allows you to input your link into a native web
browser for instant playback and updates on the go.
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TEMPLATE GALLERY

OWN THE CREATIVE PROCESS

16:9 | 9:16 CONTENT

GROWING CATEGORIES

As well as offering a powerful cloud based content
application to create on, Sodaclick’s team of designers
regularly upload high quality content for you to enjoy.
Fully editable, these templates help you deliver your
brands message quickly and effectively.

Templates are designed with landscape and portrait
digital signage screens in mind for maximum exposure
of your brand message.

Beauty . Education . Events . Fitness . Finance .
Food & Drink . Health . Internal Comms . Retail .
Travel .

DIGITAL SIGNAGE
COMPATIBILITY

HARDWARE

- BrightSign Series 3 & 4 (OS 8.0+)
- Intel Devices
- Chrome Devices
- Andriod Devices (OS 7.0+)
- iOS Devices
- Amazon Fire TV Devices (OS 5.0+)
- SoC Panels / OPS Devices

SOFTWARE

- Blink 49
- Chrome 49
- Safari (Lastest Version)
- Edge (Lastest Version)
- Firefox (Lastest Version)
- Opera (Lastest Version)

Get Started
With Sodaclick

Purchase your License
from Sodaclick

Sign Up to the Sodaclick
platform.

Start Creating stunning
graphics for your brand,
then deploy your content
from editor to screen in
seconds

SIGN UP TODAY

It's all about first impressions and an unforgettable engaging content.
Did you know that:

“Digital signage displays capture 400%
more views than static displays”

For More Information Contact:
mina@sodaclick.com
+44 20 8051 2555

